Abstract

Honeypot is a closely monitored decoy that is employed in a network to study the trail of hackers and to alert network administrators of a possible intrusion. Honeynet is a methods for detection/protection/defense. Honeynet is an additional layer of security. Using Honeypot provides a cost-effective solution to increase the security posture of an organization. Even though it is not a panacea for security breaches, it is useful as a tool for network forensics and intrusion detection. Data Capture and Data Control are the properties of honeynet. Nowadays, they are also being extensively used by the research community to study issues in network security, such as Internet worms, spam control, DoS attacks, etc. In this paper, we advocate
the use of honeypots as an effective educational tool to study issues in network security. We support this claim by demonstrating a set of projects that we have carried out in a Websites, which we have deployed specifically for running various web applications under supervision. Primary intent of honeypot is to log and capture effects and activities of the threat.
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